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Details of Visit:

Author: Liketolickallot
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 31 Dec 2014 13:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 95
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

The parlour is not much to look at on the outside but then this does make it more discreet and
inside is clean and nice

The Lady:

Her description and photos on the website are accurate but do not do this beautiful, sexy and
incredibly horny lady justice

The Story:

I originally planned to see Candice and Sammy for a three way session, however this being my first
visit and it being a bank holiday, it was very busy and my time in Sheffield was limited so I could not
wait for them both to be free. Lesson learned and will book in advance next time. Candice greeted
me with a warm smile and lead me up two flights of very steep stairs, a bit of a climb but her
gorgeous bum on view up her very short skirt more than made up for it, although the view was so
mesmerising I nearly missed a few steps. Once in the room Candice offered me the shower
facilities, which were conveniently in the same room, then went to get ready for me. Shower done
she came back and we chatted about my poor planning of a two girl session, which she genuinely
was as disappointed about missing as I was, although throughout our time together she described
in intimate and horny detail what her, Sammy and I would get up to next time. she joined me on the
bed just wearing a skimpy pair of panties and as I lay on my front she caressed and stroked my
body and cock as we discussed what options I would like for today. Long story short I went for gfe
with cim and what followed was the best half hour I have had in a long time. Candice is highly
skilled, flexible, wild and horny. she expertly sucked my cock and I got to taste her sweet pussy
before on with the obligatory johnny and sex in several positions before I just could not hold back
any longer and so off with the protection and a fantastic blow job which she managed to make last
longer than I thought possible, again very skilled and extended the pleasure when some would have
just made you come asap.Chatted some more about every day stuff and she very explicitly
suggested a scenario for our next meeting with Sammy as I got cleaned up and dressed. I
recommend Candice totally without reserve, she is very very enthusiastic, explicit, highly
skilled,generouse, flexible, gorgeous, sexy, friendly etc., in fact you could a thousand pounds for
five minuets of this lady's company and you would still be getting a bargain.
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